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There was a time in my life when I had a goal to spend my life working with horses 

professionally. I thought I would spend the majority of my winters with those horses in South Florida, 
schlepping my life’s belongings up and down Route 95 every October and April when the equestrian 
industry migrated south. I anticipated owning my own business one day and being able to pack all my 
belongings up to spend the majority of the year traveling from competition to competition. While I started 
my career as a groom, feeding, watering, and caring for horses, I was focused on becoming a great rider, 
and if I felt something happening that threatened to derail that, I panicked, growing frustrated, angry, and 
upset. “Hysterical” would not be too strong a word.  

I had no idea that one day this would radically change by my own volition. As I write this, it’s 
January in Vermont, and I’m sitting inside while snow falls silently and the thermometer hovers at 
approximately ten degrees. In the past nine months I’ve touched a horse once, and I’m completely at 
peace with that. I chuckle sometimes when I reflect on my younger self, who would often be moved to 
tears over whether or not she could ride, and I wish I could go back in time and tell her what my life is 
like now, and tell her to spare herself the stress of such angst and desperation. But I know my younger 
self better than that. She was passionate and would not have listened. 

I am still passionate. Last year, I accomplished a very big goal when I qualified for the 2020 
Boston Marathon. I raced in the spring, and I spent all summer running through the explosive greenery of 
the Northeast, thrilled with joy. I dreamed about running. I read about running. I listened to podcasts 
about running. In the fall, I chased another goal, a half marathon qualifying time swift enough to earn me 
a spot in the New York City Marathon, and I achieved that. My mileage ticked up. My next big goal, 
Boston, hovered in the mist, and I imagined myself running through snow and across ice, ready to take on 
the historic road race in April. 

Then I got injured. I tried to ignore at first, as best I could. I iced it and took a day off and crossed 
my fingers. I rode the bike. I hobbled through a trail relay race that was a team event that I felt I couldn’t 
cancel on. I took a few days off. I saw a PT. I biked some more. I went to acupuncture. I walked. I ran 
slowly, only 2 to 3 miles, 3 times a week. But eventually I couldn’t ignore it anymore. I had one good 
foot. The other foot hurt not only when I was running; it hurt all the time. 

I stopped running or biking or taking long walks on January 2nd (I allowed myself one last 
glorious romp through the snow on logging trails on the side of Mt. Mansfield). Then, two weeks later, I 
tried swimming. I had given up on Boston but I had not given up on cardio fitness! I would swim! I would 
master the freestyle! I would buy a bathing cap! Goggles! I would learn to do a kick-flip off the wall! 
Maybe I could become a triathlete (deep down, I knew I had zero interest in becoming a triathlete)! I 
swam for twenty minutes in the YMCA family pool. I got a rush of endorphins and extremely red eyes 
and I felt euphoric, the way I used to feel after a ten mile tempo run. 

The next day my foot hurt. I ignored it. I refused to accept the possibility that my last outlet for 
cardiovascular exercise was not an option. But then I realized my goals could change again. Why was this 
time different than any of the times before? I didn’t need to swim. I wanted to run again, which meant I 
needed to heal.  

I was well practiced in chasing goals. I went from grooming horses full time to competing with 
them and teaching others. I woke up at 4 AM to pound miles in the dark and qualify for Boston. I did the 



same thing to qualify for New York. Why was it so hard for me to realize that all this energy could just be 
diverted to another aspect of my life? 

I have a new goal now: to be able to start running, pain free, by March. Life is full of unexpected 
challenges and surprises. That’s okay. The diversity and variety in our lives is what makes them special, 
interesting, and full of joy. I hope for myself, and for everyone I love and care for, to have the flexibility 
and acceptance to surrender to these changes. I’ve spent a lot of time resisting - resisting hunger, resisting 
circumstances, resisting pain, and resisting healing. My years of blind resistance are coming to an end. 
It’s about as hard as I thought training for the Boston Marathon through a Vermont winter would be - in 
fact, it might be harder. That’s okay too. 
 
 
 
 


